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CHICAGO, THURSDA Y, OCTOBER 31, 1878. 
Editorial. 
The Educational Week.ly Free! 
F01' eflery subscl'iption accompanied by the full p"ice, 
$2,50 ,'eceived between this date and Dec, 31, 1878, we 
will s;nd ., The Educational JVee1cly" j1'ee till Jau, l, 
1880, This affords those whose subscripUons a7'e ex-
pi7'ing an extraordinary opportunity to reflew at reduc· 
ed 'I'ates, A hundred diffe,'eltt subscribers oUf/ht to take 
advantage of this offer every week until the end of i,he 
year, In o,'der tha~ teaclHrR who do not now- take the 
H Wee'kly" may know of the opportunity 1ve offer them, 
our readers,. espec,ifLlly superintendents aud p"incipals, 
m'ust take pain; ' to announce, it; The 's,ooner 1ve recei~e 
"~e ,'emittance the more the subscriber will get for his 
money. Hur"11 up you,' subsC1'iptions and ,'enewals, 
A valuable paper on the Life and work of Frcebel, read by 
Miss Mina Baliard at the Peoria City Teachers' Institute, is 
crowded out this week. It will appear in our next issue. 
'In this number appears the first third of an article "On Brain 
Forcing," which \ve republish from the first (April) number of 
Brain, A j'oltt1lal of Neurology, published by McMillan & Co., 
and devoted as its name inaicates, to matters of the nervous 
system. It is 'an article that will repay careful reading. It is a 
source of great regret that we cannot present it entire in an issue. 
As a matter of practical, work-a-day mental philosophy,-a 
'ca ce thing-it is admirable. It is free from the technicalities 
and ideas so abstruse to the common I!lind, which almost invaria-
ble constitute the discussions on the connection between the ner-
vous system and the mind. 
The author's discussion of our nervous action frqrn the five 
points of view of Quality, Quantity, Tension, Variety and Con-
trol, is perfectly intelligible, especially after his exposition and 
illustration so ably drawn fro.m the history of the world's great 
men, And then his discussion of the effect that education can 
have on each of these ingredients, if they may be so called, of 
our nervous make-up, is most helpful. Do not· dismiss it at a sin-
gle perusal. . 
For ourselves and our readers we wish to acknowledge great 
obligation to Mr. Brett, the courteous agent of McMillan & Co., 
for calling our attention to the article. 
We read about books in trees and sermons in stones. - But we 
hardly expect to find a sermon in the premium list of a school 
journal: Nevertheless a most perverse sermon is before us in 
the circular of a respected contemporary. The sermon appeals 
eloquently.to the female heart in behalf of corsets. It offers to 
give the article, whalebones and all, for nothing to every lady 
who will accept it. This argues a perversion of taste and morals 
which it is sad to see in an influential journal. To offer to give 
a jack-knife to an impecunious teacher is really a meritorious 
de.eel, So it would ge to offer him a box of collars or a pair of 
suspenders. But to offer to ladies a premium to wear suchan abomi-
nable thing as a corset borders on degeneracy, if not on deprav-
ity. It is a sin against the present, and a worse sin against the 
future. If the paper feels an interest in ladies garments, and really 
wishes to benefit the race, as it is presu med that every school 
journal does, why does it not offer to the ladies a "reform," or a 
"hygienic," or a "combination" suit of under garments' Then, 
while it was obeying the generous impulses of its nature, it would 
be performing a service for which generations yet unborn would 
rise up and call it blessed. We earnestly beg the ladies into whose 
hands may fall the graceful and bewitching picture of this "per-
fectly soft and flexible Tampico" improvement on the bust which 
the creator gave them, to remember that familiar prayer i-"Lead 
us not into temptation." 
The recent failures of enormous magnitude in Scotland and 
England must be greatly deplored by every worthy Amerifan 
citizen. The bank of Glasgow disaster will probably cause more 
hardship and distress than any half dozen failures which have oc-
curred in the United States. Whole lines of business have been 
greatly embarrassed if not entirely interrupted. We have seen 
no aggregate given of the amount of money involved in the: 
other failures which have already occurred, and directly in con· 
sequence of the suspension of the Bank of Glasgow. But it 
seems safe to say that the aggregate announced at this date is not 
less than $20,000,000, not including the $50,000,000 involved in 
the Glassgow bank. The number and extent of these collateral 
failures show how wide-spread is the disaster. 
It may be ungracious to attempt to draw from so sad a calam-
ity a moral in the interests of our own countrymen. But there 
are so many people now-a-days,-and they are not stll foreigners 
by any means,-who. find consolation in reminding us of the 
solidity and regularity and honesty of the merchantile world 
abroad in contrast with the unstable and convulsive character ot 
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the cOl!1mercialworld at home, that we cannot forbear to call letter as to defy all editorial efforts and patience to disengage it 
th~ir attention to the actual state of things. witliout mutilation. There is nothing like doing a thing well 
No one can find pleasure in such lamentable proof that fraud 
and dishonesty are not confined to American directors and 
cishiers. For tile sake of humanity we would that our own 
Winslows, Spencers, Angells, Chaces, and Hathaways might be 
s('.ape-go~ts for the sins of the merchantile world everywhere. 
But in the presence of such astounding evidence that we are not 
sinners above all others, it would be well for our detractors and 
disgusted nati~es' to be a little moderate in praise of "the way 
they do things over there, " 
However, there is one feature in this catastrophe which we 
imitate too famtly. . The six direc:tors of the bank now ·rest be-
hind' prison bars, waiting fo' find what there is in Scotch justice. 
Some months since when a few peculating presidents of insurance 
companies were treated in a similar way in New York, we looked ' 
on with gratified surprise, indicating the rarity of the pro-
ceednre among us: It is to be hoped that the examples of the 
Scotch authorities will have a wholesome effect in quicken,ing the 
tardy pace of our own courts in such cases. 
Since the above was put in type we 'notice that Hathaway, the 
Fall River defaulter, has been sentenced to 'ten years' imprison-
ment. Chase, his leader in crime, has been sentenced t(t twelve 
when you are at it. 
Just as we finish opening the safety-valve as above to relieve 
pressure good·naturedly which has been on the increase for 
months, comes a correspondent who drives a sharp postal card 
right under our fifth rib. As if to spite us to the utmost he gives 
his name, town, and state. If he were the first or the only one 
of these mild savages who attempt to prick us to the quick we 
would grin and bear it. But we propose now to grin and not 
bear it. The publishers of the WEEKLY advertise that they will 
send for a definite amount -of money certain articles ; for in-
stance, 120 sheets 'examination paper for 56 cents, 100 letter-
heads, $1.25, etc. T a-eir advertisements all say plainly in sub-
stance, that orders unaccompanied by the cash ~ill not be filled. 
And yet letters come daily asking to have so-and-so sent, but 
without enclosing a cent. In the past we have taken pains to 
handle these orders with care, and to tendetly fashion an an· 
swer by mail calling attlmtion to the neglected condition. We 
rarely hear anything more of the order; but we general~ hear ' 
something else. The last instance of the kind was the postal 
card this morning. We publish it as a model for other corres-
pondents like tempered : . 
"DEAlt SIRS :-Your favor received. If you are so particular about four 
'casb,' or are so' afraid tbat you will not get the money, it will certainly he to 
When people send messages to newspapers they should take your advantage to withhold it until the cash arrives. 
pains to give no indication of the name of the state in which ' Very truly, 
years. 
. p. S. You publisb the EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, I believe." 
they live. Of course it is the .business of the post-master to do 
tliat; or of the man whom he hires to wield the dating stamp. ' ''So particular about your cash." That sounds queer, doesn't 
it? Where has the man been living the past few years? This stamp is alwa"s distinct you know,' especially on postal 
'J "Cash." "C\lSh. " That word sounds familiar. ,Now that we 
cards, and it always tells plainly whe,re your correspondent lives, 
come to think of it, we begin to recogni ze the fact that we, 
c;ioesn't it? Of CO\lrse, when you write to editors you must not 
think of insulting their omniscience by insinuating at the top oJ in common with the rest of mankind these times, are a trifle par-
your letter -that ' they don't know where every Jonesville and ticular about "cash." But, oh! that P. S. 'Is this a dagger 
. which we see before \Is?' May our fates defend us! Why dido't Smithtown in the country is located. And if they have so far 
we send that Wolverine a whole ream of letter·heads and ask 
missed their calling as not to know such important facts, why, him to be so kind as to accept them as a gift from. us? Why you see it is a delightful privilege for them to take five or ten mi~utes of their abundant leisure time to peruse the diver"ilied didn't we do almost anything rather than send him that unlucky 
answer? We d.o, we do publish the EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY! 
and brilliant pages of a post-office directory for the sake of as- and more is the pity. All the three teachers in that town, and 
certaining just where the particular ' Smithtown is situated which 
who knows how many more·? will be told what a contemptible 
happens to hold ~heir correspondent. , And, ~hen if that town affair the paper is. Alas, the whole state of Michigan is to be 
happens to be twins, or triplets, or a quadrille, it is such a de-
counted against us from this time forth! 
lightful sensation to be in doubt whether to send the letter to . But enough. It is sufficient to say that such letters have ~lost 
Vermont or to Iowa; .and the delight is so greatly increased in a 
few weeks, when a wrathful.lettercomes from some other Smith- all their terrors. The file on our desk of unfulfilled promises to 
"remit after the goods are received" is quite large enough to towlfthan the one to which the letter was sent calling upon the 
.unfortunate editor to "rise and explain." . gratify our amoition. We are trying to conduct a safe, and hon-
est business. We are willing to be held responsible for the man-
For the sake of uniformity in its letter-files, the WEEKLY has ner in whic~ we fill orders. Our prices, we think, are fair. We 
concluded to ask all its correspondents to refrain hereafter from . question n'o- correspondent's honesty or intentions. We simply 
letting .i,t know where they' live, 'for the sake of being in harmony prefer to do less business and on a sure basis, than to do more 
with those who thinK they live somewhere, but don't know and to take the invariable risks of uncertainty and delay in col-
just w?er~. If you are h~ving any letter-heads pri~ted, we hope lection. So,if our goods are wanted on our representations let 
you Will mstruct your pn~te~ t~ leave o~t all allUSIOn tQ ~~. the c~h ·come 'with the orJa. If any customer is imposed upon, 
a,nd state, they are such mSlgmficant thmgs. it will then be time for him to enquire if w~ do not publish the 
Another piece of advice is volunteered. If, you have been so ' EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY? 
well trained by' a mother's' euly efforts-as we are happy to say . 
, abo.ut o~e correspondent in 'fifty seems to have been-as to feel 
. an' inward y~rning to ~nclose return postage when you write 'for 
,infermation or seme personal favor, why just rpn' your tongue all 
'over the ·glazed side of George Washington's head, and then 
press that glorioUs encephalic mass so hard_onto the top of your 
SCHOOL PLAY. 
IT is a' difficult ' matter for the teacher to regulate the .sport of boys at school and to keep it at the golden mean between play 
which is too rough, and play which lacks the elements of vigor 
and heartiness. Nobody w;lnts to see boys turned irlto girls; or 
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restricted to tbe proprieties of calisthenic exercises.· If we are school-room. Knocks, and bruises, and scratcbes are not to be 
to have strong, active men, Qur boys must be indulged and en· entirely avoided, nor is it desirable that they should be. They are 
couraged in strong, act ive sports. And yet when painful acci- before us all. They are a part of the discipline of life. There 
dents happen, due to boyish thoughtlessness :and ignorance, as is no better place than the school·yard to learn how to endure 
. they sometimes do in some of our large schools, we are almost them without whining or improper resentment. On the other 
ready to call for the straight jacket as a piece of school apparel. hand heedlessness, tyranny, and oftentimes cruelty, stand out 
. A sad case recently occurred in the city of Dayton, Ohio. as predominant factors in boy-life. They are not only tf) be 
The local paper-furnisbes these facts: controlled; they are to be put under the control of the boy him-
"About two weeks since some boys at the Intermediate School, while acting self. His manhood, his generosity, his pride, his ambition, all 
up after s~hool in the evening, took hold of a comrade, Clarence Powers, and that there is good in him is to be appealed to and stimulated by 
saId they would throw him down stairs. He held fo the banisters, and they the influence of a kind, watchful, superior power. The place 
cauaht h lid of his feet and pulled, trying to scare him. He begged them to for the principal of a school is on his play-ground the r.ame as 
desl.t, as they were hurting him; but they· only laughed, thinking that he was the general's place is on the battle-field; not to hinder the con-
fooling. When they did let go, however, he fainted, and had to be carried to flict, but to direct it. 
his home. After he arrived there, he did not seem to .. be much hurt, but the 
_ next morning he complained of a se.vere pain in the side. Dr. Jennings was 
. called, and upon examination, said that the boy had been strained and was in-
j~red internally. Inflammation set in, and on last Tuesday nightat II O'clock, 
after suffering untold agonies, Clarence died;" 
It seems 'to have happened in. innocent amusement; although 
it is surprising that it should have happened under the circum-
stances as narrated, and in so well managed' a school as we know 
this one to be. . It is a terrible reminder of the dangers that'our 
boys encounter in the ordinary diversi'lDs of school life. No 
teacher but a fatber or a mother can realize what a weight of 
anxiety such an accident throws upon the liearts of the patrons 
-of the public schools. Their first thought is, What if my boy 
should be brought home as Clarence was ? It is safe to prophesy 
that every father in the land who soo.nds at th~ head of a system 
of schools, and whose eye falls upon this sad account, will in· 
crease his watchfulness over the play of his pupils. The thought 
of that grief-stricken father and mother will often come to his 
mind. 
Bl t wh3-t can be done to increase the security against not 
only such terrible results as this, but also against less serious ac-
cidents, sllch as broken bo,les, and dislocated joints? Although 
the number or'these occurences is comparatively small, and al-
though serious consequences will often flow from causes in which 
the most careful person would not suspect danger, still is it not 
~ fact that the number of these accidents is greater than it should 
be? The proper remedy is a closer supervision during play-
hours. Regulations cannot control the matter without repressing 
youthful spirits and muscle to an unwh~leso~e extent .. And do 
not let it be forgotten that good play IS a vital necessity to our 
school children. Games and plays cannot be permitted or inter-
' dicted by classes as a general thing. The danger is not usually 
in the game itself, but in the conditions under which the activity 
is exerted . In our crowded school yards almost any vigorous play 
is more or less dangerous; and we have never seen a school yet 
of any size in which the presence of the maste.rwas not more im-
peratively demanded upon the play-ground during intermission, 
than it was in the school-building during study hours. With a 
fe\v exceptions, our teachers do not exercise a proper oversight 
.over pupils during play-time. There is a neglect here which 
ought to be cured. Do not allow any inside engagements to oc-
cupy your attention during recess. Be on your play-ground 
among your boys, not as a terror or a policeman; but as a 
moderator, a sort of adjuster between unequal elements. If you 
wi1l join in the sport yourself it w.ill d9 you good, and your 
school also. But be on band to see that the rough are moderate, 
and that the strong pay proper regard to the weak. There is 'an 
education of the play-~round quite as importa.llt ali tha~ of th~ 
THE TEACHING OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE -U. 
Prof. C. M. BOUTELLE, State Normal School, ,Winona, Minn. 
WHERE should we have science taught? In a systematic way in all the higb schools; to a certain extent in all schools 
wbatever. There is hardly a subject in pbysics or chemistry from 
which something may not be drawn suitable to any grade; there 
is hardly a subject that cannot be to ~ome degree illustrated at 'a 
very small cost. There are one or two cautions that must be 
heeded ;-teacb things as their are ; hardly a fact but admits of 
a simple explanation, even tbough the absolute proof may be 
complex; let the work be as simple as is necessary, but let it be 
such as will not have to be unlearned. Again, experimental 
work should never become mere exhjbition work. An experi -
ment may be a brilliant and striking one, or one of equal or 
greater value may be very common place. 
H '" w shall science be taught? There are two principal meth-
ods, aside from the method of the regular lecture system, which 
will not be largely attempted except in technical schools or those 
giving tbe same grade of instrqction; in one the teacher per-
forms the e!tperiments before the class, or has them performed uy 
students under his immediate direction, no experiment being 
performed more than once or twice; in the other the students 
have the benefit of regular laboratory work. In the former, 
there are the advantages of economy of time, less wear and tear 
of apparatus, less expense for materials, a.nd perhaps others. In 
it, howevrr, the teacher does much of the work that should be 
done by pupils, the latter seeing results in many cases without 
any adequate notion of the care and forethought necessary to 
produce them. There can never be so accurate knowledge 
gained as when each student comes into personal contact with 
all the conditio~s of the work. In chemistry especially, where 
the point of an experiment may be some change sensible only to 
the most careful examination, the student must rely on the teach -
er rather than on his own powers of observation. In physics, 
many experiments are well adapted for use before a class. 
Were these subjects to be gelJerally introduced into our school ~ , 
and treated in an experimental' way, considerations of room, of 
time, of apparatus, and of skill would in many cases compel the 
adoption of the form'er method. I shall try to point out some 
of tbe ways in which the disadvantages of that m~thod may I e 
partly obviated. Students may learn of the work and thought 
that lie back of a successful experiment by assisting the teacher 
in the preparation for it; and may become sOlllewhat proficie.nt 
in the use of apparatus by occasionally performing experiments 
before the class, The work in such cases should be considered 
" " 
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as no more than class work, everything or an exhibition:nature 
being kept out of. these exercises; failure should be counted as 
equivalent to failure in recitation, and no more. The apparatus 
should be fitted up and the experiments gone through with in 
detail a short time before the work is to be done before the class, 
not to hide difficulties and make the work show off better, but · 
because it secur~ directness and clearness, avoids the loss of 
valuable time, and the distraction of the attention. 
Experiments should usually not be taken up until that part of 
.the text-book which they are to illustrate has been carefully read. 
The value ~f some experiments may be greater when the result is 
not known beforehand, bu~ in general .a student will see more of 
the details that constitute the spirit of the phenomena when the 
main points of the experiment are expected. 
If time permits, a very good plan is to have a recitation, and 
then take up the experiments for the following day, the class 
having been directed to read the necessary text in the book. 
Perhaps the best time for experiments, however, is at the same ' 
rc:citation hour as that in which' the knowledge of the book is. 
te,ted. Clear results will come from bringing the statements of 
the book and the illustrations 01 experiment near. together in 
point of time. If the experiments are used as material on which 
.to build an argument, they may come together at the begiiming 
of the recitation; if the statements are positive and th'e experi-
ments merely illustrative, they may follow 'the recitation work. 
The time used will be less when the experiments are given to-
gether, although when the connection between the. parts of the 
lesson is not close it will be .best to connect them with the text 
to which they belong. The teacher may briefly explain each one 
as it is. taken up, or still better, call upon some member of the 
class to explain it. A c1~ can be led to a knowledge of detalls 
by the teacher questioning at each step, keeping the class an-
sweFing while he works, The same plan will make a tired class 
attenttve. Experiments should be taken up in a logical order; 
if more than one principle is ~llustrated by an experiment, the 
, latter should be repeated as each new principle is reached; .i t is 
best to illustrate every .point po~sible, no matter how simple it 
may be. The knowledge of experiments can be tested in several 
ways r by having the work repeated;. by having it described; 
oy questio'ning upon it in detail; or by testing the knowledge 
that the class bve gained of the principle involved. I have 
found it a good plan with my class in physics to leave the appa-
ratus for a day or two where the pupils can examine it, allowing 
them, except in rare cases, to repeat the experiments for them-
selves out ot: schooll}ours. They'should also be encouraged to 
perform such experiments at home as they can" stating the results 
10 the teacher. and in some 'cases to the class. 
When po~sible, the method of actual laboratory work should 
be~adopted. The teacher may perfQrm the ~xperjments before 
the class ·first, or the students may-he requiFed to do lhe work 
for- themselves from the beginning. The formet plan will pro-
vide against accidents and many of the difficulties incident to 
the. fitting up and use of apparat~s; the latter, by throwing the 
student at once upon his own resources, secures to him tile .... l'llt · 
. educational value oT all there is in !he work. The experiments 
should be performed before the recitation is required, with the 
books open before the pupils, ::nd used in every sense as a part of 
the pteparation, not as recitation work; as a means, never as 
an end. With. my chemistry class,. I assign experiments enough 
'foJ Tuesday'S. Wedn~sday's, and Thursday'sexercises ; the class 
recites Frid'ay and Monday on the work dOl)e and the ' part of 
the book correspending. The plan works well. 
F6r physics the iaboiatory should be arranged by subjects, the 
apparatus for anyone part of the work being kept by itself; for 
chemistry, in which most of the apparatus' will of necessity be 
made by the students, each one of two students should have a 
desk or table at which all their work is done. During last year 
we had two students working together at each desk"in the labora- . 
tory of the. Normal School at · Winona. I find that both feel 
responsible for every detail in the work, and that each s€es more 
of the experiment than either would alone. This plan will com-
mend itself to schools in which economy of time, of room, and 
of materials is important. Some advantages would attend its 
use in any school. A few of the more common chemicals should 
be found on each desk; the remainder should be kept in a case 
and issued by the teacher as they are needed. In this way the 
liability to accidents is lessened, the amount of material used is . 
made smaller, and. by requiring pupils to call for things by both 
their common names and their formulas, a knowledge'of the lat-
ter 'grows rapidly. - Pupils can take turns in assisting in the ·issu-
ing of chemicals; this will increase their own knowledge, and 
. leave the teacher free to overs~e the work going on at the desks. 
Written reviews once in three or four weeks will be o( value. 
From them the teacher can see what aid is necessary ; the stu-
dent, what effort must be put forth. Laboratory examinations 
should supplement the written oues. The entire grou~d passed 
over should b~ covered by the class, four or five experiments se-
lected at random being given to each member. No hint as to 
what is to be used, or how it is to be used, should appear on the 
slip or card naming the ex.p~riment; but the pupil should be 
thrown entirely on his own resources and held responSible for -
every step from the selection of the chemiq.ls he will use, to the 
end of the experiment. 
A little thought and care, ·a little ingenuity and patience, will, 
I am sure, enable any teacher to give the members of his 'school 
something at least in physical science. The benefits, directly to 
the student, and indirectly to society at large, will be found wor-
thy the trouble and cost. •. 
REVIEWS. 
Tlu Instilut" 0/ Englis;' (;;'ammar Methodically arranged. By Goold 
Brown. A new edition with exercises in analysis and parsing by Henry 
KiddIe, A. M. Superintendent of common schools, New York City. 
William Wood & Co., 27 Great Jones St. New York. 
The First Lints 0/ E-nglisk Gramma. " designed for young learners. _ By 
the same publish en. as above . . 
To the reader who is acquainted with Brown's Grammar gf 
Grammars it is needless to explain the nature of these bOOKS. 
They are grammars of the strictest sect. Etymology, Syntax 
and Analysis on the good old plan. None of your food for 
babes or pl;ly~work in language lessons. It is the stuff that our 
~thers and mothers and most of the present generation of teaoh- . 
ers were brought up up:>n. -The fact that these books are now 
brought out in a new dress, and under the supervision of s"uch 
a~ eminent educator as S!lperintendent KiddIe, seems to in<;licate 
somet mg 0 a reaction against the language-lesson system ~vhi'ch 
has been so much in use for the "last two years. Those wh.o 
would like to help the reaction, or who deSire books of mor e 
"sub~tance," as some put it, should procure the books named 
above. Those ~h,?se brains are troubled with gram:natical 
points, but whose pockets cannot afford the Grammar of Gram-
mars, ~i1l find Goold Bro~n's Institutes of the greate~t seryice 
to them. 
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Tlu Franklin Eltlluntary Arithmetic. By Edwin P. S<;aver, A. M., Head 
Master of the English High . Scbool, Boston: formerly assistant professor 
of matbematics in Harvard College, and Geo. A. Walton, A. M., author 
of Walton's Ar;thmetics, Arithmetical Tables,-etc. William Ware and 
Co., Boston. . 
Tlu Fra .. kli .. Writtm Arithmttic witb examples for oral practice by E. P. 
Seaver, and G. A. Walton. 
These two books differ from most series in as much as each 
book is complete in itself. Tl:e elementary book contains 
enough, the authors think, to meet the wants of those pupils 
who leave school at the age of twelve or thirteen. It does not 
pretend to teach the science of numbers, but . to impress the 
operations. In its problems and explanations the book seems a 
. happy medium between too much and too little. The absence 
of rules and of everything requiring memoriter work .is highly 
commendable. Its object is to teach processes, and it does so 
by actual exercise and not by descriptions. 
In the written arithmetic, difinitions and principles are illus-
trated and explained, and rules are given by'which the various 
processes are to be performed. Decimals and integers are gen-
erally treated together, a sensible plan for pupils old enough to 
use this book. The various cases in percentage are referred to a 
very few concise principles. To make pupils really comprehend 
the process of extracting square and cube .roots, the subjects are 
better presented, it seems to us, in some other books. The com-
bination of oral and written exercises throughout seems judicious. 
The drill tables are a special and a novel feature. They furnish 
almost an indefinite number of examples in a surprisingly small 
space, and thus save the teacher -the trouble of selecting from 
other books, or of requiring his pupils to copy "originals" from 
the ·boald. The books in their general make-up and appearance 
commend themselves. 
ON BRAIN FORCING. 
[From Brain,J 
By T, CLIFFORD ALI.BU'IT, M. A., M. D., Pbysician to tbe Leeds Infirmary. 
WHEN tbe Editor; of "BRAIN" sought my aid in tbe construction of this . number, I felt the houor they did me ~as not to be lightly refused; 
but, on the other hand, painfully aware that of late years my life had lain 
·too mnch in the world to have led ine to those results which are won by the 
patient labor of the student. From direct examination info ' finer shapes of 
brain and nerve of late years I have become too much estranged; but I tru.t 
lhat ob;ervativns in the field of practice may compensat~, in some measure, 
the want of closer and more accurate research. On one subject I have long 
been fain to speak, for it is one in which I am exercised almost daily; more-
over, I venture to hope it is not foreign to the purposes of this magazine. Al-
most daily I am in contention with, parents and guardians, schoolmasters and 
and schoolmistresses, clergymen and professors, youths and maidens, boys 
and girlS; concerning the right way of building up the young brain, of ripen-
ing the adult brain, and of preserving the brain in age. Greviously i1\ do we 
take in hand to deal with this delicate member, and well it is that innate de-
_ velopment overruns our schemes and brings the variety of natural good out 
. of the monotony of human folly. It is dimly felt by IOciety that tbe reign of 
bone and 1TlOIscle is over, and that the reign of brain and nerve is taking its 
place. Even th., Gibeonites now have the hydraul c ram and the steam fell. 
iog machme; the spectacled general of forces fights in his tent by click of 
battery and wire, and his lieutenant hoists an Ironclad by the touch of two 
buttons on his waistcoat; the patient' earth forgets the tread of hOISe and ox, 
and i< plou.hed by steam; and ere long, no doubt, our ministers will ·wind 
sermryns out o f barrel organs, and our morning egg wi1\ be broken for us by 
a wafer of dynamite: Hence it comes that all classes are for "education!" 
The ¥illage grocer', son goes to a "theological college,." and sits up by night 
. over his "Evidences" with green tea in his blood and a wet cloth about his 
brows. The Gardner's Daughter pulls roses no more, and has become a pupil-
teacher; she is chlorotic at sixteen, and broken-spirited at tw.enty. The 
country paISon's son goes to a civil service or a navy "coach," is plucked in 
. his teens, .and is left to begin Ii~ again with an exhausted brain and an in-
curable megrim; nay, ven the sons of Peers are putting on the armour bf 
light, and are deserting the field for the counting-house. To meet this de-
mand, colleges of all kinds and degrees spring up-middle.class seminaries, 
theological colleges, colleges of science, University boards ;-"even the old 
UniveISities themselves are stirring from their schoiarly ease, are sending out 
missionaries in partibz<s, and are cramming the youth of twenty counties in 
the art of making most show with least learning. All this, in a way, no 
doubt, must be and should be; but so sudden 'a volte·face cannol be made 
without a wrench, and it is my desire now. to see where the strain will tel1, 
and how to perform our sooial evolution with the least injury to peISons . 
. Llke the vestryman of New York, -;"ho found it impossible to propose the 
paving of a street without allusion to the fiISt hnes of the Constitution of the 
United States, so I must venture to preface my essay by some reference to 
mental function a. we find it. We may see the more clearly how to direct 
and combine our means of culture when we recognize its p~rposes. Mental 
philosophy is a subject in which I am little veISed, but I must try in some famil-
iar fashion to classify the aspects of nervous activity as they appear to ordinary 
observeIS. Without misleading error, and with much convenience, I may re-
gard tbese activities from the following five points of view, namely, their 
Quality, their Quantity, their Tension, their Variety, and their Control . 
By the bigher quality of the brain or of a part of it, I mean that stmcture 
of cell and fiber which corresponds more widely or more intimately with outer 
conditions, so that by virtue of such relation the individual more rea.lily ap· 
prehends thing. and conceives them. This is genius in the stricter sense. By 
quantity I mean the volume of nerve force given off !iy the brain or its parts 
without r ~gard· to quality of work done. By tension I mean the power in the 
nerve action to overcome inner or outer resistance-unervous energy," as it is 
colloquially called. By variety I mean the congregation of different centre', 
and the weavmg of me!liate stmnds which give the possessor, not higher or 
wider, but a greater number of relations with outer thing.. In common life 
this is usually called versatility. By control I mean that subordination of one 
centre to another, whether inherited or acquired, which if of the lower to the 
higher results in obedience to the more permanent order of the univer.,e. 
Thus a man may have a lofty, an abundant, an intense, a ver .. tile, and a weI'· 
ruled nervous system. or he may have any measure of each of these states in 
various proportions. Goethe, whose life and character are so well known 10 
us, seems to have posse'ssed all these faculties in marvellous combination. 
His insight or brain quality was vast and penetrating; his stores of nervous 
energy were inexhaustible, burning with steadfast heat or Haming in passion ; 
his faculties were infinite in variety, and they were under a control rarely in 
the world's history known to have harmonized endowments so manifold and 
so potent. To take in like manner a few more names by way of iUu: . 
tration, we may consider L~rd Byron as one in whom quality and 
tension of nervuus force wer~ more remarkable than quantity, though 
this in him was not inconsiderable, and in whom variety was less 
manifest and control defective. Schiller again had bigh quality, 
tension and control, but was defective in endurance and in variety. In 
Keats we recognize quality, tension and variety in higb degrees; control 
in less measure, and quantity in defect. His brain, inconstant in current, was 
worn out ere it was built up. Macaulay was. if the word be permitted to me, 
a remarkable "all· round" man, and presented an equable development of 
quality, q~antity, tension, variety and control, thou2h of COUISe he is not to 
be compared to the former example~ in quality. Brougham has still less 
quality, but quantity in overHow and at high tension. · Sir James Simpson 
again always seemed to me a good instance of a man lacking the higher coto. 
plexities of brain, but abounding in mental force at high tellsion. In him 
also variety was striking, more striking than control. One of the most vivid 
instances of nervous energy at high tension to be found in modern history is 
perhaps Admiral Korniloff, as described by Mr. Kinglake, in the fonrth \"01 · 
ume of the cabinet edition of his HistDry DJ II .. Crimean War (p loS). He 
says of Korniloff: "It can hardly be shown that this chief was gifted with 
original genius, still less with piercing intellect; nor 'was Korniloff to b. 
called precisely an enthusiast. Our knowledge of Korniloff must rest upon 
a perception of what people did when they felt the impulsion he gave. At a 
time when there seemed to be rOOm but for despair and eon fusion, he took 
that ascendant which enahled him to bring the whole people in this place:--
inhabitants, soldieIS, saHors-to his own heroic resoive. In a garrison town 
of an empire which had carried the mania of military organization to tbe 
most preposterous lengths, all those straitened notions of ' ro.nk and seniority 
and, in short, the whole network of the formalisms which might have been 
expected to hinder his command, Hew away like chaff at the winnowing. By 
the fire of his spirit there was roused so great an energy OR the part of 
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thousands of men as has hardly been known in these ·times; and he so put 
his people in heart, that not only the depression created by defeat, but the 
sense of be\pg abandoned and left for sacrifice by ~e evading army, was suc-
ceeded by a quick growth of warlike pride, by a wholesome ardor for the 
fight, by an orderly joyous activ'ty." We may compare with this description, 
by the same fine hand of General Todleben, in whom quality and quantity of 
brain, variety of resource, and.of smiling self-control, were all made efficient 
by high tension. loIr. Kinglake says, "Although Todleben seemed to be one 
to whom the very labors of fighting and of .exterminating the weaker breeds 
or ·men must be an e,sy and delightful. exertion of nntural strength, he had 
joyous kind-looking eyes, nlmost ready to melt with good humor, and ' a 
bearing and speech so frank and genial, stranlters were instantly inclined to 
like, and very soon after to trust in him. From his looks and demeanor, it 
could not at all be inferred that he was a man who had devoted his mind to a 
.cience; nor imagine that his power of doing the right thing nt the right time 
had been warped at all by long study of the engineeriug art." "Few men of 
great intellect have attained so closely what ~nglishmen mean by practical." 
How. great quality . and quantity of brain may fall short of achievement for 
'lack of high tension rather than of control, must be sought in the story of 
Hamlet and like inventions, for, although the unhappy General Trochu is 
not yet quite forgotten, none .uch le~ve an enduring name. How many of us 
~now that quiet friend unnoted of the many, unfelt by the world; whose 
, powers of-assimilating knowledge are great, whose intellect is capacious, and 
whose accomplishments are manifold, but whose nerve currents are of low 
or mconstant tension! He finhhes no work, he fathoms no research, and he 
dies leaving but the memory of great powers wasted. Other curious instan-
ces of low ten~ion are seen in those unhappy mortals, who conceive so truly, 
and have mental force in such quantity, that ,they spend their lives in bestow-
ing volumes of good advice upon their fellows, but who never rouse them-
8~lves to their own work or duty. How, lastly, the greatest quality and capac-
ity of mind, varied attainments and spiritual fire, may be ~pent as a sky-
rocket is spent for lack of control and direction, has been the theme of mord-
ists of all centuries, from the death of Abel to our own time. Of all endow-
ments control is the most precious, and its nurture our most bounden duty. 
. For a bappy and useful life, perbaps control is more needful than quality, vol-
ume, variety or even tension of brain. But were not men born to us whose 
high qualities of brain en;ble them to see more deeply into the secrets of na-
ture our progress would cease; did quantity of brain-force cease from a peo-
ple, tbat people would lack endurance; were tension feeble, the lions would 
r<?Sr on in the Vaths of our enterprise; were self· control wanting, that which 
were won would hardly be won ere it was lost. Of all gifts then to be 
cherisbed and nurllned, perbaps we should 'place first control, as by it effort 
IS husband .. !; perhaps of equal or scarcely of the second place comes ten-
sion; quality of brain cannot be had for the asking, and lack of quantity in 
individ\lals may be compensated by numbers. Variety, however charming, 
however grateful, is the least precious of these conditions of brain, and is 
the last which calls for nurture. How, then, are";e soto wield our instruments 
of educatiou as to promote the increase of control, tension and quantity with. 
out stifling quality and variety, and how are we to use these virtues in the 
riper man without disabling him? 
PRIMARY READING. 
THE le8son previously assigned is a le5:K>n about "The Cow." Of course the picture of a cow, with all her surroundings, is lirst made the subject' 
of a familiar conversation with the class. Every object in the picture is min. 
ut~y noticed and discussed. First to develop close obser;ation. Second 
to cultivate language and interest the class. Next, the mQre difficult words of 
the lesson, in .their disconnected forms, are dwelt upon, until all in the class 
have mastered them, 80 that they can readily name them at sight. The class 
is now prepared to read the lesson, either from the book or from the board 
where it may appear in the printed or written form. After the lesson has been 
read several times, according to the usual manner, the majority of the class 
will road it- from memory, having heard it repeated so often. Here the in-
ventive teacher must presen\ the same subject in some otber.rorm. By bear-
ing in mind the chief. words of the lesson the teacber can easily recombine 
,them, and also bring mto ~se words used in previous lessons, thus giving to 
the class the words preVIously presented, but in a diRerent combination. 
The newly arranged lesso~ can be presented in a lively and spirited manner 
by ~e teacher so that the Interest of the class shal.! be continllous. While the 
teacher prints or writes the new .words she may require from the class an 
immediate pronunciation. And when the entire work thus newly ;uranged 
is before the class, individual members may be called upon to read, and the 
class as a whole to correct all errors. It is surprising to notice the interest 
that may be awakened in this manner. Tbe little ones leave the recitation, 
feeling that they have had a real pleasant recitation, and, with all their work, 
some little fun. Do not try to suppress mirth, but let it find its legitimate way 
out of the mind of the child, by means of a good laugh, if necessary, and then 
pass on to cheerful work. A good, clear tone of volce, distinct articulation, . 
proper position of the body and bead, are all of such great importance, that 
no teacher does his fuU duty, who fails to caU attention to them, even in the 
~ost primary reading class. Primary teachers above all otber; sbould be kind· 
hearted, patient, and forbearing, but withal firm and precise in tbeir mnnner < 
of governing. Th~ daily reward of knowing that you have added to tbe 
pleasures of happy, merry childhood, that you have done what you could to 
direct tbe feet of little erring ones to better paths and nobler lives. is reward 
enough to strengthen the most discouraged laborer in the great field of educa-
~ LR 
BAY VIEW, Wis. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
CUBE ROOT. 
[Mr. R. C. Mukbam, of Concord, Mich., says he finds cube root one 01 
the easiest and most interesting subjects in arithmetic. Out of a class of 
twelve, ranging in age from 13 to 16, none failed to explain the process at 
the third lesson. He sends a paper from one of his pupils, which speaks for 
itself. If Miss Ailie had no memorized form to go by, the correctness and 
clearness of her language are more noticeable tban the matbematical explana-
tion itself. We have not made a single mark or correction in her "copy"-a 
thing we cannot say for tbe majority of "big folks." - [ED. 
t+u 
912673190+7=97 
72<)000 
90,90,3=;24300 183073 
90· 7·a= 1890 183673 
7·7= 49 000000 
26239 
' We have 912673 small cubes to arrange into one large cube. Beginning by 
pointing our number into periods of three figures each, we find we have two 
periods or two places in the root. These will be tens and units. The greates~ 
cube in the left·hand period is 72<)000 of which the root is 90 units. Remov-
ing .72<)OOO (rom 912673 we bave a remainder of 183673. We now bave.a 
block 90 inches long, 90 incbes wide, and 90 inches thick; therefore, !lie 
solid content> are 9OX90X90=72<)OOO. Tbis has already been removed 
from 912673 and tbe remainder found. We now have a block one side of 
which is 90 inches long, and 90 incbes wide. In ordlr to keep tbis block a 
perfect cube we must make additions on three sides beside the tbree comer 
blocks and the little corner block. The tbree side additions -must be of. the 
same length and width as the sides of tbe large block. If one addition is 90 
incbes long and 90 incheS wide the area must be 90X90=8100. If this is 
the area of one SIde addition, then of three it must be 3X8 IOO=24300. Tilis 
we ~iIl use for a trial divisor. It is not the true area but near enough so that 
if we divide 183673 inches or the solid contents by it the quotient will De 
the tbickness, also the width of the tbree comer blocks nnd the little comer 
block. Dividing we find tbe quotent is 7. The length of one comer block 
90 inches, and the width is 7 incbes,so the area is 9OX7 incbes =630 inches; 
and of three it will -be 3X630= 1890. The little comer block is 7 inches long 
and 7 inches wide, so the '\rea is 7X7=49. Adding tbe areas all together 
we have 26239 inches. If the area is 26239 incbes and th" thickness i.s 7 
inches the solid contents of the additions are 7X26239=183673. RemOVIng 
this from 183673 we have no remainder. We have now arranged 912673 
small cubes into one large cube one side of which is 97 inche. Therefore 
the Cube Root of 912673 is 97. , 
I have had but three lessons in Cube Root. I have performed th:s prvblem 
and written this demonstration witbout assistance. My age is 14 y ars. 
ALLIE S~IALLEY. 
THE NUtllBER OF INHABITANTS NECESSARY TO MAKE A 
STATE. 
To ilu Editors of tlu Wtekly: / 
I am not satisfied with the answer of S. W. Culp to my inquiry as to the 
number of inbabitants a territory must have before it can become a state.. I 
hoped by raising the question before the teachers of this section to correct a 
wrong opinion held by many. S. W. C:ulp says, "I will say a ter Tltory mu;! 
have according to law.a certain numb .. of inbabitants before I t can be ad-
mitted '\S a state." Now, I , do not believe it, but if it is so, I am willing to 
believe it and teach it, for I am teaching the contrary nnw. Will S. W. Culp 
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tell me whfTe such a law may be found? 1 do not know of a state that has 
heen admitted into the Union for years that has had 131;000 inhabitants. And 
again, S. W . Culp writes as if 131,000 had al~~ys been the basis ?fad~ission 
for members into the House. 1 am of the opinIon that·each state IS enhtled to 
at least om .representative in the House, regardl<ss of said state's population. 
1 am seeking for the fact in this ~atter alld if S. W . C. is right, I yield and 
give him thanks. . A STUDEN ". 
WISCONSIN, Oct. 2r. 
THE HENESS·SAUVEUR METHOD. 
. "0 tlu Editors of tl" Wuk/v .' 
. Will the "Heness·Sauveur Method" bear the test of daily school·room use? , 
Yes; most emphatically, yes. I have a class of twenty that I am teaching by 
this method, and it is the most enthusiastic class I ever had. The pupils learn 
to use what they read, and so tbe words are their own. They not only know 
the words when they see them, but also when they hear them; and better still 
they can expre;s their thoughts in them. To be able to say "Wie gehts 
Ihnen" in an off·hand way, is certainly better tban to learn that certain verbs 
take the Dative. To be able to use "Um Gottes willen" than to repeat the 
list of propositions governing the Genitive ; even though we sought to teach 
isolated facts only. But this we do not seek. It is a great whole we want 
our pupils to acquire-a language. . • 
I have known pupils who could repeat pages of the Grammar and -yet could 
not use it, did not comprehend it . • By tbis later and better way, ' the pupil 
learns first to speak, tben to read, and later to analyze grammatically and 
philologically. What progress would a child make in learning his first Ian· 
guage were he obliged to learn rules of Grammar before he could speak? 
A. H. and other correspondents seem to think, by this method the lauguage 
is not studied, that it is not a mental discipline. All the difference is in the 
order of work. The friends of the Natural Method claim that it is better to 
reverse the order, to take the easier part first leaving tbe difficulties of the 
- language until tne student has acquired some practical knowledge of the 
tongue. I believe if our Frencb and German scholars, an~ Germany's French 
and Englisb scholars, had spent as many years tn studYing by the Natural 
Method, they would know more of the languages than tbey now do. 
V. L.S 
WATERJ.OO, Iowa, Oct. 19',1878. 
WHAT IS SOUND? 
To the Editors of the Wtekly .' . 
. The answer to "A Question in Acoustics" in No. 86 of the WEEKLY de. 
Pends, of course, u'!on the definition ?f t.he word nois~. :fh~ term .is ~sed 
in two senses, wbich Steele calls the subjectIve and the obJechve. SubJechve. 
ly' noise is the sensation produced upon the organs of hearing by vibrations 
in'matter. According to this definition, your correspondent'S question should 
be answered negatively. Objectively, noise is a vibration of matter capable of 
producing, under favorable circumstances, a sensation upon the organs of hear· 
ing. WIth this understanding of the word, we. may speak of a noise where 
there is no ear to hear, and tbere would be a noise under tbe conditions sup· 
posed by your C'orrespon~ent.. It is probable, however, tbat a large majority 
of scientists use the term In tlie first sense only. MARTIN US. 
LoXA, Ill., Oct. 19, 1878. 
[Other answers have been received, agreeing witl: the subjective side of the 
above definition. As Martinus's answer covers all of the others, and is quite 
• atisfactory, we will be excused, we trust, for not giving space to the resi . .L. 
ED.] 
. To· the Editor of the Wukly.' . 
I am not satisfied with tbe 'solution by J. M. Maxwell and others of the 
"Problem in No. 8r." I think tbe word "after" not "superfluous," but nec· 
essary. I, as agent, seU some lumber and as agent charge 5 per cent on the 
amount as corilmi .. ion. This ends one complete transaction. I next receive 
' orders to invest the proceeds, arter deducting 2 per cent of Ihc amount ·.,s 
.commission, for this second transaction, in dry. goods; and this last commis. 
sion is $70, now the queslion is, what was the value of tbe lumber, and of the 
dry goods? Their values are what .tbey sold for; not what Ihey may have 
cost. . 
$70 :::$3500; tbis is tbe proceeds for the lumber after_deducting 5 per cent 
• 02 
commission. 
$3500-$7°=$343°, what the dry goods sold for, \\,bich is their value. 
Tben $3Soo =$3684,\, what the lumber sold for, whtch was its value. 
·95 
Or, laking Ihe transacltons as they occurred' : $70_= 70 =$3684'\, price 
. 02X.95 .19 . 
of the lumber. 5 per cent of 3684,\=184,\ ; Ihe~ 3684'\-114'\=$3500. 
$35ooio the proceeds ,)f the lumber after deducting 5 per cent commIssion, and 
bifore deducting 2 per cent commission, wbich I am to have for the second 
trade • . Now 2 per cent of $3500=$70, and $3500-$70=$3430, the amount 
paid for dry.goods "alf~r taking 2 per cent commission." 
. J. A. ROUSSEAU, Co. School Superintendent. 
SAN BERNARDINO, CAL. Oct. II, 1878. 
[We publi;h the aboY,e in order that the ..>ther pOssible solution to the prob-
lem may be seen; although in our op'ini<,>n Mr. Maxwell's solution is pref~ed. 
The statement of the question as it is worded, is clearly at variance with mcr. 
cantile usage. The difficulty is not in so:ving the problem but in deciding 
whether the language is 10 be strictly construed or interpreted in. the light or 
business custom.-ED.] · 
To ,h_ Editor of the Wukly.' 
I notic~ that in number 8b I am "asked to explain" in regard to solution 01 
Prob. 2. 10 WEEKLY of Sept. 26. "Nebr.lSka" states that it was solved-not 
at an average of $20 per acre, but at $20.11 per acre. According to "Ne. 
braska's" method of finding average such would doubtless be the Case. The 
avt/'age is as follows: • 
46.27+acres at $21.61+=$1000 
53·73-acres at $18.61+=$1000 
100 acres for $2000 
I acre for $20=the average price ~r 
acre, and no' $~o. I I as he informs us. He says 
$21.61 A's price per acre 
and $18.61 B's price per acre 
ko.22_price of 2 acres 
$20.11 =average per acre 
According to this it would be consistent to say that the average price 01 
3 oranges at 5 cents each, and 
' . 2 oranges at 10 cents each, is 7 ~ cents (since ~ of 
5+1O=7~) mstead oC 7 cents Ihe real average price. 
"S. W. C." has made the s.me error· in his slatement 
Y+.r+3=20 
2 
Since Y and Y+3 represent the respective price; per acre it will be seen at 
once that "his metbod of averaging" was the same as "Ncbrat;ka's." The 
Collowing statement would be correct: 
53·73Y+46.27 (Y+3) =20 
53.73+46.2 7 
Simplifying it 5HlY+46.27(Y+3) 
·100 
20 100 
J+1·388+~20 
20 
The last equation will be found true upon referrin~ t) the v.tlue oC y. 
. "F. G .. ' 
MENDON, Oct., 18, 1878. 
[W. H. R . of Milwaukee, and J. M. Maxwell o( Louisvi11~ , rally 10 the 
defense of "F. G." with proofs that are clear and positive. We fear Ne. 
braska will bave to strike his colors, and as to the teachers of his state "who 
couldn' t be fooled on that second problem, "well--.May be it will be .... ell to 
give an extract from Mr. Maxwell's defence.-ED.] 
Let us try~·F. G.'s" soluli~n in another, bUI similar problem :-A & B buy 
7 head of hogs, each paying $10; but B pays $3 per head mure than A • 
How many head does eadl get? Solution: 
~+~=7 
Y .r+3 
7Y"+Y=30 
Y'+< )+m=ffi; "+n=~; Y=2=A's price; Y+3=5=B's price; J.j 
:::5=A's number; lj=2=B s number. 
Is there any "fallacy" in this solution? H nol then there is nOne in "F. 
G's," 
QUESTIONS. 
To 'he Editors of tl.. Wte~ly: 
Will you please insert these questions in your columns ? 
. I. Wbat is ~o,,; th~ ".atio o( represr.ntati-ln in the House of Representa • 
tlves? Townsend.s ~I~I Govern".'ent states it as 134,684; Martin'., 130 ,533. 
. 2. Under conslttult~lDal luthorlty, C?npss passed a law Feb. 2, 1872, 6" 
109 the tlm~ for electIon oC RepresentatIves and making it oblil{"tory upon all 
tbe states to hold such election on the first Tuesday after the hrst Monday in 
November. The law was to become operative in 1876; wby is it not on. 
forced? S. A. H. 
HAZEL GREEN, Wis., Oct. IS, 1878 . 
I. In the word cAre, is it proper to say the /J i. marked witb a caret? 
~. In the word firm (i with a tilde), Is it proper to say the i i. marked with 
a hIde? 
3. If the caret . and tilde are both called the circumflex, how do you distin. 
guish between tham ? 
4· The. Fourth Prjncipal Meridian pasaea throngh WilCOosin, (rom nortb to 
south, a hltle west of. t~e coDter. Wbere are the First, Second, and Third? 
How many such merIdians are there, and Crom what point are they reckoned? 
WISCONSIN. • 
----------
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THE EAST. 
NEW YORK.~1n Brooklyn, since ,(acation, about 8,000 new scholars have 
been admitted to the public schools. A saving of $12,000 in the salaries of 
tellchers has been effected by the consolidation of the academic classes in the 
CentratGrammar School. -
NEW HAMPSHIRE.-Mrs. Samuel M. De Merritt, of Portsmouth, has left, 
by will, $4,000, the interest of which is t? aid Portsmouth youths of limited 
resources in obtaining a college education. " 
Tbe wife of princIpal A. P. Kelsey, of the State Normal School at Plym-
outh, has just inherited $400,000. 
Tbe State Teacbers' Association was in session at Nashua, Oct. 17 and 18. 
A, P. Kelsey discussed "Normal Methods of Teaching," representing that 
year before last about 600 persons, wholly without experience in teacbing, 
entered the work as teachers in the state of -New Hampshire, and that this 
year a still larger number of the same class of persons was admitted to its 
schoolrooms; and furlher, that on the average, to state the fact mildly, at least 
one school in every town was a total failure. He claimed that in this waste 
of energy was .sunk money enoug!t to support tbree I\ormal schools. !Ie crit· 
icised the normal schools of Massachusetts and New Yoik, affirming that 
formerly Massachusetts did not 'turn out machine teachers while New York 
did; and that now New York was the more liberal of the two in allowing in· 
dividuality of methods, while Massachuse":ts was doing the work as per· ' 
formed years ago by the Empire State. 
. MASSACHUSETTS.-A new feature at Harvard is the publishing of the 
awards of scholarships by the college, hitherto kept private. The change was 
perhaps made to prevent men applying ' who stood in no need of the fund. 
ticholarships varying from $250 to $40 were awarded; 29 to the last gradua-
ting, 23 to tbe present senior, 22 to the pre~ent junior, 21 to the present soph. 
omore classes. 
.. 
VERMoNT.-The normal school at Johnson has 100 pupils. 
, PENNSYLVANIA.-At the late meeting of the Slate Teachers' Association, 
Supt. Woodruff is reporled to have said: - "We are told tbat the kindergar. 
ten will saYe' one year of the pupil's school life, the spelling reform two years, 
and the metric system two years more, ~king 6ve years to each child; in 
one generation of 8,000,000 _ pupils there would be saved 40,000,000 years. 
This is an item worthy of aUention." 
- THE WEST. 
INDIANA.-About twenty per cent of the students at the Indiana State Uni· 
Yerliity are ladies. 
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.-The lJoi~ersity of Washington Territory is 
located at Seattle. A. J. Anderson, A. M.; is president. The announcement, 
issued in January last, records 59 ladies _and 67 gentlemen in attendance. 
The university is a territorial institution, and is under the control of a board 
of 6ve regents appointed by the -governor in accordance with the terms of tbe 
university law. It has, at present, three sources of support : First, $1,000 
by direct appropriation of the legislature, being the payment of tbe tUItion of 
tbirty pupils appointed as directed by law. _Second, $500 interest on" endow· 
.ment fund, and third, income from tuition of pay pupils. 
MISSOURI.- "f.he Mi>souri.Valley State Teachers' Association will meet in 
• Kansas City, Dec. 26, and 27. 
MI-NNESOTA.-Mrs. If.. W. Anthony,. of· Kasson, was elected a member 
r f the School Board at the -last town meeting, Mrs. Mary Wheeler, of the 
same town, having served as a member of the board for two years. . 
Supt. D. C. Cameron, of Houston county, has o,!r .thanks fot a ct!1!! .of. his 
second a!lnual report. It shows the following StatIStICS : No. of pupils en-
rolled within the year, 4,298; No. of teachers, 160; aver~ge monthly ...ages" 
paid to male teachers, $39.00; average monthly wages paId .to female teaCl!, 
ers, $26.75. The number of applicants for teac~ers certi6cates _ was 169; 
number rejected, 34. Whole number of certi6cates Issued, 135. FlfSt grade. 
4; second grade, 91; third grade, 40. 87 report that their bous~s have lleeil 
kept in good repair, and 75 that they have heen properly supplIed. 31 are 
ventilated through the doors, 55 are ventilated by the windows, . 4 have ven-
tilators, and 3 are repor1;ed as heing "ventilated throull"h tbe cracks." 8 have ' 
curtains at the windows, 19 are supplied with blinds, 3 baye both, and the 
rest have neither. 47 blackboards are reported in good condItIon, 37 ~poor, 
leaving II unsupplied or useless. I cannot comprebend how a teacher can, 
make a success ot a school without a blackboard. 54 sc~ool -~o~es ~ sup-
plied with maps, 9 with charts, 24 with globes, and 32 WIth dlctIc;>nanes. Ja . 
this respect there is a "ery gr~at improvement over last year. fIfty-two use 
well or spring water for drinking, 21 have cisterns, leaving 22 to suppIY 
themselves as best they can from rain or melting snow. Twenty ~a~e no oUt:-
house, the lack of whjch is a disgrace to civilization. These statistICS ~ 
for themselves. 
---- , 
OHlo.-A special honor was sbown the public schools of Cincinnati, at the 
Paris exhibition, in the "ward of both a gold and a silver medal, for the ':X-
hibit which they made there. Supt. Peaslee has received a letter of s~cial 
congratulation trom Hon. J. D. Philbrick, who superintended the educatloiial 
sectIon of the exhibition. _ 
The following is the prograrume of exercises of the Erie and Huron County 
Teacbcrs' Association, which was held at Collins, Huron County, Saturday, 
Oct. 26; County Supervision-Supt. U. T . Curran, of Sandusky; DiSCUSSIon 
opened by Supt. Latham, Monroeville,~.; T?wnship Sys~em-S,!pt. J. A. 
Cobben, Wakeman, 0.; Methods of Arithmetic-Supt. WICks, Milan, 0.; 
Ideal Educational Exhibit-Miss D. Campbell, Venice, O. S. A. "Co1lins, 
Prest., Sandusky; J. A. Cobben, Sec'y and Treas., Wakeman. . 
The followin~ programme was published for the" annual meetmg: of: the 
Central Teachers' Association whicb met at Dayton, Oct. 25 and 26; "Frida", 
2 P. M. Address of Welcome, C. L. Baumann, Esq_, Prest. Board of EduCl!--
tion, Dayton, 0.; President's Inaugral, Dr. John Hancock, Dayton, 0,; Com-
pulsory Education, Alston Ellis, Hamilton, O. Discussion opened by"]. P. 
Patterson, Washington, C. H . O. SaturdaY,9 A. M.-Literature in the Pub-
lic Schools, L. D. Brown, Eaton, 0.; Discussion opened by E. H. Gaok, 
Columbus, 0.; Ethics in the School Room, M. S. Campbell, Portsmouth, 0.; 
Discussion opened by Prof. J. B. Weston, Yellow Springs, O. Mi;r"l/anelJllS 
Btlsine~s. 2 P. M.-Pedagogical Delusions, ~. P. Ufford, Chilh~o~e~ 0.; 
Discusslou opened by P. J. Canmcbael, Spnng6eld, 0.; Tbe l)lsclpl\ne'of 
Teaching, Miss Jane W. Blackwood, Dayton. 0.; Discussion opened by Han. 
J. J. Bums, Columbus, O. Jno. W, Dowd, Wm. Ricbardson, W. J. White, 
Executive Committee. 
: The New York Tribune says that "Tbe educational system of America" 
should not be mentioned in the school described recently by Supt, Parke~, of 
Elyria, Ohio. "Last winter," he said, "I vi;ite<l a school wbere a boy six-
teen years old was studying only arithmetic and spelling. - He could write Iiia 
name but he could not write a sentence of tbe simplest kind correctly. In 
the school wbere he was there were but 6ve of forty pupils practicing J>.enman-
sbip. Wben asked why so few were learning to write, she said they did-.not 
seem to care to write, and she found it a good deal of trouble to keep the mle 
from freezing. In another school tbe teacher told me she had been trying 
to have tbe pupils provide themselves with copy' books, but !hey said their 
parents would not buy them." Mr. Parker lamented the desire to engage 
cheap teachers shown by many school directors in the state; the result is a 
supply of inefficient teacbers. "When wages," he said, "have been reduced 
so low by incompetent teachers, those wbo wisb to become good teachers "can-
not do so because they have not money enougb from their labor to properly 
qualify themselves .for becoming successfulin their chosen calling. One young 
man taught in Mahoning county this summer for $3.25 a week, and boarded 
himself." 
The Union Meeting .of the Teachers' Association of the several counties 
composing-the Nineteenth Congressional District was held m Warren, Oct. 19. 
Hon. L. C. Jones, of Warren, was cbosen cbairman of the meeting, and Prof. 
C. W. Carroll, of Geauga county, secretary. Addresses were delivered by 
Hon. J. J. Burns, State School Commissioner; Han. Thomas W. Harvey, ex-
State tichool Commissioner; Hon. W. D. Henkle, editor of the Educano"," 
Monthly; Prof. J. Tuck.erman, of Ashtahula county; Supt. W. C. Carroll~ of. 
Geauga county, Supt. L. L. Campbell, of Trumbull county, and ~upt. Jones, 
of Massillon. The object of the meeting was to express the sentil:"en~ of the 
teachers and educators in this section on tbe question of consohdating the' 
numerous school suh·districts throughout th~country into one district i~ each -
township, with first-class huildings and teachers, and also on the 9uestion o£ 
having County Superintendents. Resolutions embodying these Ideas ~ere 
unanimously adopted. There were about 350 teachers present. A coml:"1tt~ 
of 6fteen ge!1t1emen, with alternates, was appointed to attend the meetmg !-' 
"Columbus next winter, and to circulate"petitions to the General Ass~bly In 
accordance with the resolutions here adopted. The committee consisted of 
three gentlemen from each county in the d\strict. 
(;OLORADO.-The Denver Ti11Us speaks as follows of the S~te_ Univers~ty: 
"The University of Colorado is again the recipient o( a munificent do!'ation. 
The large and valuable mineralogical museum of Mr. J. A1~en S!I'~th, has 
been by the owner given to the University. Tbo-University IS thrIVIng bee-
yond the -expectations of its friends. Those who knew Dr. Sewall, looKed 
/ 
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for pro'perity when he \~as called to the helm, but no oq.e expected .to see, 
within twelve months, a hbrary and museum wotth at least $5,000, g1Ven to 
the state - and an attendance -of nearly one hundred students, including -a 
- I!oodly.si~ed freshman class proper. Many counties are already represented. 
When it is well understood that Colorado youths can be educated at the Uni-
versity free, the school will increase even more." 
WISCONSIN.-{;alesville University, Trempealeau county, is said to be in a 
Rourishing condition this fall under the presidency of Prof. McLaury. 
A teachers' association has been organized in Trempealeau county. We 
have not received the report of officers elected. 
Supt. Robey's reFort of public schools of La Crosse for month of Septem-
ber shows 1,664 enrolled, average attendance, 1,507; average number be-
longing, 1,548; per cenLof attend~nce, _972 '5; .. absences, ~56; number 
- neither absent nor tardy, 1,041; tardmesses, 23; VISitS of supermtendent, 63; 
visits of commissioners. 24; -visits of others, 205. ' The ,chool buildings are 
a:ll full except tbe new one just erected in the Fourth ward, in which there 
are over 200 enrolled; there are 120 in the bigh scbool. The new building 
is a very substantial and beautiful on!'. It is the best in the city, havin~ cost 
$18,267.25, the site, $6,000, the furDlture, fixtures, etc., $1,877.67, makmg a 
total cost of $26,144 92. 
We_glean the following items fron.' the annual report of the Oconto county 
superintendent: Total-number of cbild~en of school age, 3,401. Total num-
ber of children who attended school durmg the year, 2,~06. Total number of 
teachers required for the schools, 53, The number bf different ones employed 
, during the year,068, Total number of certificates ,granted during the year, 99 ; 
-, of the first grade, 3 ; of the second, 5; oft_he thud, 91; to males, 28; to fe-
males, 7 (. Oconto city is not included in the above. 
MICHIGAN,-Prof. Watson is reported from ¥adison, Wis" to have accept-
ed charge of the new Washburn Observatory at that I?lace, with a profe .. or-
ship in the State University. Every good workman hkes to have the best of 
tools. It was the telescope and not the salary that drew Prof. Watson to 
Wisconsin_ . , " 
It i. reported that a project IS on foot to raise somethlOg ,hke $75,000 for 
the purchase of a larger telescope for the observatory at Ann Arbor. Tbe 
Dew professor of surgery in the Homreopatbic College, Dr, Frankhn, late 
f St Louis is proving very poputar among the students. Rev. J. T. Sun-~erla~d, for:nerly of Northfield, Mass., later of Cbicago, is the new pas-
tor of the Unitarian society. " , , 
Prof. A. H. Patten gill was restored to hiS poslhon m the fac~lty of the 
State University at the late m~etlOg of the !ege~ts, a~<l: Prof. CaIVIO Thomas, 
who had been temporarily filling Prof. Pattl?glll 5 pOSitIOn, was transferred to 
th department of modern languages and history. 
, The shldents of the University are taking steps toward the estabhshment of 
l gymnasium. 
IOWA -Iowa College has received $10,000 of the legacy -of Hon. Sam: 
uel Wilieston, of Massachusetts, the delay ~f which has ~aused s~vere em-
- barassment. -Another installment of $10,000 IS yet to be paid. ThiS legacy 
was secured a dozen ye~rs ago for the Presidency, by Dr. M!tgoun. 
Tipton is going to bUIld a scbool house that Will cost $20,000. 
Maquoketa bas 745 children of school age. About 500 are attending h~r 
public schools-
Davenport's new school building cost $12,657.30. It has eight rooms, and 
as regards clothes-rooms, etc. it is only tolerably well arranged. 
Dubuque has an atlandance of 2,9'9 children-an increase of 68 over last 
yeT"he Scott county Teachers' Library, is a p,opular and growing institution. 
The Mt. Pleasant circulating library contams 2,816 volume~. 
The Medical Department of the State Umverslty has an enrollment of 89. 
Prof. E. F. Clapp, of Iowa City, delivered tbe opening address. The follow-
inghints will give some idea of its scope and cbamcter:-The student wbo 
att~mpt; a Circuitous route to get. around an obstacle _be ,should boldly SUr-
mount will meet greater obstructIOns than he seeks to aVOid. The world de-
mands of the pbysician to-day more than it ever, did be~ore, and, t~e stude~t 
of medIcine who thinks tbat the. labor pert,alOIDg to Its pursUit I~ light IS 
gravely lJlistaken , Success reqUires a cortalD fitness for the work, mdeed an 
actual love and preference are necessary. Th-e medical profession i. well fill-
ed not to say crowded so far as number; are concerned. -We have enough, -su~h as they are, and tbe demand grows louder for , refinement of quality 
rather than increase of numbers. ,Alre~dy we_ have double the number of 
'phy-icians to the same number of mhabuants possessed by any otber country. 
Sir:James Paget has shown that ~)Ut of 1000 medical studen~s, 23 had achiev· 
ed dlstinguisbed success, 69 conSiderable succsss, and 507 fair success. Thus 
we bave nearly 60 per cent succeeding, not a bad showing, being a much larg-
er proportion than any otber h amed profession can show. '1 he professor 
',expected tbat soon every medical sohool will add to its corriculum a post 
graduate course, wbere ample time will permit an extended research into the 
more-abstruse branches of medicine and collateral sciences. He dwelt upon 
the fields yet unconquered by sci~nce, yea even unsurveyed, and bolding out 
to the student a temptati->n to exploration. The present yellow fever epidemic 
_and other forms of disea e were named as offering subject.; for this study. -
-iLLINOIs,-Messr;. Cook and Stevens, principals of the Normal and Scien-
tific Institute at Morris, announce the opening of a busmess and commercial 
course Nov. 12; Their Institute is flourishing well; about 100 stlldents are 
now in attendance. A series of popular and instnlctive lectures is maintained 
for the beneSt of such as are preparing to teach. Nine teachers arc to be 
employed next term. 
; Prof. Waters, superintendent of public school. at Morris, has been , erioully 
ill for several weeks. We are glad to learn that he i. iaining strengtb; it was 
expected that he would be removed to Arcola last Saturday where his brother 
is engaged in teaching. ' 
The teachers of McHenry county held an institute at Woodstock commenc 
ing Oct. 7, and closing Oct. 12. Between 75 and 100 t:achen'were in at-
~endance: The exerci .. s were of a practical character and of more tban Wlual 
mterest. James~. Slad~, Republican candidate for State Superintendent, 
gave an ahle and I,~struclive lecture upon the subject, "Improvement of our 
Common Schools, ana State Supt. E ' ter, upon "Necessity of our Common 
Schools." At the close of the institute resolutions were adopted recognizing 
the value of teacbers institutes, and eltlending the thanks of the teachen to 
Prof. James ,P .. Slade ~nd State Supt. Etter for their interesting leClures ; to 
Profs. 'II. WII~le, J. Piper, A. W. Young, county superintendent, and otl-en 
for services as m' tructors, and to the buard of Education of Woodstock for 
the free use of the school hall and for many other courtesies extended to the 
teachers. 
Knox county leads the counties in her educational dlsplay at the county 
fair, having a building, erected by the schools of the county and whfch was 
occupied exclusively- by the exhibit. ' 
Supt. Harringt~n, of Bur~au c?unty, h ... is<ued an address to the patrons 
and teacbers of hI> county, 10 which to make some excellent points IlOd ulcl 
some very pertinent questions. 
The Wyanet sc~ool, G_ P. Peddicord principal, took the following premiumA 
at the county falf: For tl:e best general exhibit from a IP'"ded scbool ' For ~"t collection of maps; For best specimen of penmanshrp' For best c:,1Iec-
Ii?ns of woods and plants. Individual premiums were aw;'ded Il, follows, 
VI1-,: 1st, To Prof. G. P_ Peddicord, for the best programme for non-
g~aded schools from any teacher. 2nd, To Miss Jessie Sparks 
VIZ.; 1st, For best map in prize collection, and 2nd for best . pecl: me~ of penmansbil?' 3~, To Miss Carrie Bard, for best sc:Sp book from any 
PUPIl. Total receIved 10 behalf of the school on the above is '38.50 • 
Tw:enty dollars of which bas been paid pn debt for school organ, -and the re-
n.'alnder for book case and othes fixtures. The school also exhibited 262 va. 
n,elles of plants, with their common and scientific names au.ched. Also 
elgbt vo~umcs of eX,ami~ation. papers of monthly and term examinAtions, 
bound wuh Em:rson s. paten~ bmde~.-Burtau C"""IJ' HtpNo/jraN. 
For the first t!me thiS year If we mistake not, there was an educational exhibit 
at our State Fair. The character of the work done in our school. is such 
that an attempt to represent it to the public, by an "educational exhibit" must 
always result unsatisfactorily; nevertheless, tbese dilpla,.., inadequate u they 
are, serve to call tbe attention of the people to the scbools and leAd them to. 
ward a more correct. estimate of their importance. The exhibit wu under 
the charge of Mr. Emery Cobb, of the State Board of -Allriculture and he 
was "ssisted by Prof. C. C. Snyder of Freeport. ' 
THE SOUTH. 
NORTH CAROLINA.-Tbe eighty-tbird anniversuy of tbe opening of orth 
Carolina University has just been celebrated. 
~EORGIA.-A new corporation, organized to promote teientific educational 
objects, and call.ed "The ~rgia.Academy of Science," baa ju,t apphed for 
a cbarter. It Will conduct ItS bu'mess in Atlanta. 
TENNESSEE.-Tennessee has 4,591 public schools, an increase of 694 over 
last year. 
- TJtXA~'~1.'be East Texas University is an institution which has just been 
opened m I yler. It has accommodations for about 500 students. Prof. T. 
L. Norwood, formerly of the University of North Carolina. is president ; Ibe 
otber members of the faculty arc also from Southern colleges. 
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 
-The firm of Harper & Brothers, of New York City, the publisbtn of Stan. 
ley'S ~k, "Acr~ tb .. Da!k Co~tinent," bave filed a petition -&alnst Robert 
Clarke & Co., of C~ncmnah, praymg (or an injunction ....Jut sellin, a To-
ronto (Canada) editIOn of "Across the Dark Continent;'-and asking Ihat an 
account of sales be ordered. The Toronto (Canada) edition_ is in one volume 
and the Harper Brotbers' edition consists o( two volumes. The plaintiff, sei 
forth ~bat tbis is an infringement o( their copyrlgbt, and lhat it damages them 
matenally. 
- The College of New Jersey, Princeton, ha, just been connected with tbe 
Washington Observatory by telegrapbic wires, and electric dial. are to be 
placed in the buildings. 
-Dr. Hitchcock, of Amherst College, has been induced by the commOn 
remark tbat there is an excess of professional men in Ibe COU'lilry, to compile 
a table of the number of students from MassachUlCtts in deyCD New England 
polleges, as shown by the annual catalogues from 1800 10 1876. He has also 
m another column of this table placed the cens... returns made durin, lbe 
same period. By comparison of the two i' is ShOWD that while In the yean 
1800 to Il!o4 the proportion of Massaehutetts college boys to the whole u 
lation was 8.6, thiS ratio was only 5.5 in tbe yean ,87S·6. The aven.l:Pr; 
tio of increase of population since 1800 hIlS been fifteen per centum. 6111 of 
students it has been but eight per centum. • 
) 
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HOW TO TEACH GERMAN. 
By DR. ZUR BRilcKE. 
DIE SONNE, THE SUN. 
DEFINITIONS: Der Himmel, the sky or heavens ; heizt, macht warm, 
heats, makes warm; die Luft, the air; die Stube, d;" Zimmer, the room; 
Alles, everything; wenn, if or when; in der Nacht, or des Nachts, at night; 
mnd, round; ein Feue.rball, a fireball; roth, red; glanzend, glistening; unent· 
behrlich, indispensable; um, u;; sC3eint auf uns, shines upon us; die Wolk.e, 
the cloud; hinter, behind; hinter den Wolken, behind the clouds; immer, 
'always; en!Weder .••• oder, either ..•• or; konnten wir, could we; entbeh-
ren, dispense with; erwllrmen, to warm up; das Wasser, the water; in den 
Seen, in the lakes or seas; der Brunnen, the well or spring; der G.iten, the 
garden; so dass, etc., so that the grasses and the flowers may be able to grow; 
konnen, may be able; wachsen, to grow; darin, in it; wann, when; an dem 
(am) e~tfemtesten,literally, at the farthest, the mo~t distant; am langsten, 
the longest; friert es, does it {ree"e? schmilzt es, does'it. melt ? die Wlirme, 
the warmth; kein lebenu:ges Wesen, no living being; ohne, without; konnte, 
w,)uld be able; ganz und gar, n~ne at all ; leben, to live; auf dieser Erde, on 
this earth; wird erleuchtet, is, or becomes, illuminated; durch, by means of 
denD, for. . 
In order to draw the atte'ltion of the pupils, the teacher remarks,-Ich sehe 
die Sonne, die S,nne scheint in dem Him nel (the sun shines in the heaveDs, 
or sky;) die SonDe macht dllS Zimmer warm; die Sonne macht die Luft warm. 
Die Sonne macht diese; Zimmer (diese Stube) warm. Die Sonne macht 
Alles warm. Die Sonne macht das Licht . . Ich kann Alles sehen .. wenn die 
Sonne scheint. Die Sonne scheint am Tag; die Sonne scheint Dicht in der 
Nacht (des Nachts). Die Sonne ist ein Feuerball; die Sonne ist rund; die 
Sonne ist r(lth; die' Sonne 'ht glanzend; die Sonne ist une~tbehr1ich; die 
Sonne scheint au{ uos; die Sonne scheint hinter den Wolken; die Sonne 
scheint bisweilen, (zuweilen) auf un;; die Sonne selieint .bisweilen hinter den 
Wolken; scheint die Sonne immer? Ja, die Sonne scheiDt imll\er; sie(she) 
scheiDt entweder auf UDi oderhiDterden Wolken. Konnten wirdas Licht der; 
. Sonne entbebren? Nein, das Licht der Sonne konnten wir nicht entbehren. 
Erwllrmt die Sonne das Was;er in den Seen? Ja, die Sonne erwllrmt das 
Wasser in den Se~n. Erwllrmt sie auch das Wasser in den Brllnnen ? Ja, 
sie erwllnntauchdOlS Wasser' in den Brunnen. Erwllrmt die Sonne den Gar-
ten, so dass die Krlluter und die Blumen wachsen kOI.nen? Ja, sie erwllrmt 
den Garten, so dass die Blumen und die Krliuter darin <in it) wachsen 
konnen. 
Wann istdie Sonne am entferntesten? Die Sonne ist im Sommer am ent-
femtesten. Wann scheint sie am langsten? 1m Sommer scheint sie am 
l!ngsten. Friert es wo die Sonne nicht scheint? J a, es friert immer wo ·die 
Sonne nieht scheint. Schmilzt es wo die Sonne scheint? Ja,etc. 1st die Warme 
der Sonne unentbehrlich? Ja,-give the full answer. 1st das Licht der 
Sonne unentbehrlich? Ko,nen die M !Dschen un:1 die Thiere das Licht und 
dieWIrme der Sonneentbehren? Nein, kein lebendiges Wesen kann ent-
weder das Licht oder die Wllrme der Sonne ' entbehren. Konnen die Krlluter 
oder die 'B1umen die Winne der Sonne entbehren? Nein, ohne das Licht 
und die Wirme der Sonne kOnnte ganz und gar Nichts leben und wach-
sen. 
SITUATION OF THE PI;ANETS- FOR NOVEMBER. 
By BERLIN H. WRIGHT .. 
NOTE :-The computations in the following are made for central Illinois, 
Indiana, Ohio, and Southern Pennsylvania, and Northern Missouri and Kan-
sas, and are expressed in mean, local time. 
MERCURY. 
It will be quite useless to attempt to find this planet with the naked eye this 
month. He will be best situated during the latter part of the month; setting 
Nov. 30 at Sh: 36m. evening. 
VENUS. 
. . This planet is also unfavorably situa~,:d for observation, being invisible dur-
109 the latter part of the month, and nslng Nov. I, at Sh. 49m. morning. 
MARS. 
Man will be best .situated duri.ng th~ latte~ part of the month, rising Nov. 
30, at 411. 2m, mODllog. He WIll be near the moon Nov. 22 being in the 
rt,,"slt/latw.. Li6ra. . ' 
JUPITER. 
Jupiter will be the most brilliant object in the heavens throughout the 
munth, aJld sejs lIS (ollows ; . 
Nov. I, loh. 10m. eve. Nov. 10, 9h. 40m. eve. Nov. 20, 9h. Sm. eve. 
Nov. 5, 9h. 56m. eve. Nov. IS, 9h. 23m. eve. Nov. 30;Sh. 37m. eve. 
He will be in the constellation Sagittarius a few days during the first of the . 
month and afterward in Capricomus. , 
A telescope magnifying S or 10 diameters will enable one to observe the 
eclipses and occultations of his satellites. For the benefit of those possessing 
good opera glasses, spy glasses, or small telescopes, we give a synopsis of the 
visible phenomena of this system for November: • 
Satellite I. begins a transit 1st 6h, 9m. eve. and completes the same at Sh. · 
29m. eve. Begins transit 9th, Sh. 7m. eve.; 241h, 6h. 35m. eve., and como. 
pletes one 17th, 6h. ssm. eve. Reappears from an eclipse 2d, 7h. 6m. eve., 
and ISth, Sh. 25m. eve., and is occulted by the planet 9th, Sh. 27m. eve., and 
16th, 7h. 25m. eve. ' . 
Satellite II., dis'appears behind the planet, 5th, 7h. 46m., eve., and 3otli, Sli, 
23m. eve.; ends a transit, 7th, Sh. 3Sm. eve., and begins one 14th, 5h. 33JD. 
eve: Reappears from an eclipse 16th, Sh. 14m. eve. 
Satellite III. begins a transit, loth, Sh. 25 m. eve., and comes ou~ 01 an 
eclipse 2Sth, 7h. 3m. eve. 
Satellite IV. begins an eclipse 7th, 5h. 31m. eve. 
SATURN. 
Satum is well situated for observation, passing the meridian as follows' : 
Nov. '1, 9h. 7m. eve. Nov. 10, Sh. 30m. eve. Nov. 20, 7h. 5om. eve. 
Nov. 5, Sh. Sim. eve. Nov. IS, Sh. 10m. eve. Nov. 30, 7h. 11m. eve. 
He is in Aquarius and very near the eastern boundary. 
URANUS. 
Uranus may be seen with a very ordinary telescope or good opera glass. 
When bis exact position is known, at or near the time of opposition, he may be 
discovered with the naked eye. He rises as follows: 
Nov. I, Ih. 2m. morn. 'I He is quite near the brilliant star Regulus, 
Nov. 20, J Ih. 47m. eve. in Leo, and on the 15th will be 23'P. or 
Nov. 30, Ilh. Sm. eve. nearly 6° east and 12' north of the star. 
NEPTUNE. 
Neptune can only be seen with a large telescope. He passes the meridian 
as follow.: 
Nov. I, IIh. 41m. eve. 
Nov. IS, loh. 44m. eve. 
Nov. 30, 9h. «m. eve. I He is in the constellation Aries and not in the vicinity of any easily recognized star or cluster. 
VARIABLE STARS. 
Beta Persei (Algol) will be of minimum brillianCY .1 IIh; 4h. 14M. mom, 
passing the meridian at lib. 36m. eve.; 14th, Ih. 3m. morn., passing the me-
ridian at IIh. 24m. eve., and 16th, 9h. 52m. eve. These are .the '!nn"lilt 
minima, given in Springfield, Ill., mean time; for Ihe time at any other place 
sublract the time longitude from Springfield (which can be easily ascertained 
by consulting an atlas) if west, and .add the same if east of Springfield. .. 
Omicron Celi (Mira "the wonderful" ) is now growing dimmer, having 
been at Its maximum (3d mag.) Oct. 1' 15. anl for three mOlllhs will conlinue to 
grow dimmer, and become invisible. Mira passes the meridian Nov. 16 at 
IOh. 29m. eve. • 
FIRST MAGNITUDE STARS. 
The following calculations are for Central Pennsylvania, Northern Ohio, 
Indiana, Illinois, and Southern Iowa, being for Nov. 16. 
Apheratz in meridian . 
Aldebaran in meridian . 
Capella in meridian . 
Rigel ri.es. .. . . 
Betelguese rises ... 
Sirius rises.. . 
Procyon rises .. 
Regulus rises ... 
Spica rises. . . 
Arcturus rises. . 
Antares sets. . 
Vega sets . . . 
Altair sets. . 
Deneb sets . . 
4..... A",plil",. 
S IS evening 39°+ 
o 4S morning 22°+ 
I 27" 71°+ 
7 53 eve~ing 11°_ 
7 39 10°4-
9 55 22°_ 
9 30 7°+ 
II 33 17°4-
4 14 morning 41°+ 
3 17 27°_ 
4 59 evening 36°+ 
II 42 ." 56°+ 
10 '30 11°+ 
. 2 52 moming 69°+ 
It will be a very easy matter to identify any of the above named stan, aDd 
their respective constellat;'ms from the data given in the above table. 
PENN VAN, N. V. 
The last deficiency in public school instruction is the want of wise admin-
istration. Towns may lack the wisdom and good.will to do this administra-
tive work well'; and cities, when ignorance or selfishness are in power, may 
pull down in .a few weeks what has been years in building. The state sliould 
be searched throug!). all its limits for its very best and broadest men to be placed 
on its educational bOards. If we insist, as we ought, on intelligence and in-
tegrity and strength, these desirable men are not easily found, and certainly 
are not always found. The public interests in no portion of their administra· 
tion call for more WIse, liberal, and disinterested men than do our educational . 
institutions-men who were born men, and have been growing into manhood 
ever since. When we look at the willful mischief hourly wrought, ~d hourly 
liable to ~ wrought on our schools, it is a truth as plain as it is ~~ful. !hat 
we suffer Irreparable loss from the want of a just and generous admlDlstrallon. 
-Prtst. 70'''' Bas(Dm~ 
"'A ..... ____ ~. ___ • ___ ._. 
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Home and School. 
This departmenl is desi!p1ed for the instruction and entertainment 01 parenti and children 
Origtnal contributions ana tnoslatioDS are solicited. 
A SATURDAY AFTERNOON EXPERIMENT. 
For the Children of aHome and School:· 
Miss S. P. BARTLETT. 
FIRST, tuk your mother if slu is willing. . Perhaps she sometimes objects to your Saturday afternoon contrivances for amusement and diversion. 
I know something about that, because I have seen boys and girls who would 
litter o~~r two or three nicely ordered rooms with their materials for enjoying 
them;elv~s, and when they had done leave the wh"le for s.omebody else to 
clear away. Some families dread holidays, because their littlc folks are quite 
sure to make the mother tired and troubled, and create disturbance .. 
P<rhap' those chileren never have thought there was something wrong 
about this, and wondered why they and everyone else in the house felt out of 
patience, and as if someb~dy was a trial, and extensively naughty, by Satur· 
day mght. You seethe sunshine of a family gets sorely clouded when its 
c!lillr03 run wild, and have thoir own way, say a day, or even half a day, 
at a time. I'll tell you how to make this right, and have Saturday afternoon 
the h'ppie;t time of the week, as it ou"ht tJ be; by a little golden rule aU chil· 
dren sh )uld learn to keep. Ask m",her, when you wish to do anything,-
and then malU mother's way your way. 
Thi;!s lIot, thereiore, so very inappropriate a bit of advice with' whi ;h to 
preface ;soap bubble experiment for you to try if she is willing . . 
You WIll want her help a little about it, too. AU children love to blow 
bubbles. The.e are the directions, and they are said to produce a specially 
beautiful kind of soap bubble. Take three quarters of a pint-how many gills 
will it be ?-of rain water that has been boiled, andbecomecold,and put into it 
a quarter of an ounce of Ca,tile soap, cut up fine . . Put into a pint bottle, and 
set the bottle, which sh)uld be thick glas~, like a Citrate of Magnesia bottle, 
into a sauce pan of water, to heat upon the stove; there let it remain an hour 
or so, nJW and then giving it a ,good shaking tiil the soap is dissolved. Let 
the .fluid then stand quiet for the impurities and coloring matter of the soap 
to settle; then pJur off the fluid, and add to it four ounces of glycerine, and 
your soap bubble solution is ready. A tobacco pipe wiil answ~r to blow very 
fine bubbles of exceedingly bright rainbow hues, we are assured-but if any 
one wishe; to attain porfection, he is advised to have a glass pipe. Some· 
body who ought to know, avers. moreover, that by adding ,a larger quantity of 
glycerine you may make the bubbles so strong that you can play battledoor 
with them. 
As to that, I cannot say; but very likely some of you wiil try, and see if 
you can to;s the ~"quisitely colored floating ca,tles in the air about for play. 
thing. in the hou;e,some November day, when you may not run out doors 
for recreation. 
BARDIE AND MAS rER BERKROLLES. 
OUR Bunny now could spell "cat," and ';dog," and could make a good shot at some other words, and enjoyed a laugh at the children, head and 
shoulder. over her, whenevor they went amis; and she from the Master's 
face was sure of it. But Budie h.d never been to school'; for I thought it 
below her rank so much ; and now I contrived for our great schoolmaster to 
come to my cottage, and there begin. 
It must have made the very gravest man ever cut from a block of woo<l 
laugh, to behold Master Roger and her: He, with his natural dignity and 
well founded sense of learning and continual craving for a perfect form of 
discipline, yet unable'to conceal his great wonder at her ways; she, on her 
side, taking measure of him in a shy glance or two, and letting her long eye-
lashes faU, and crossing her feet with one shoulder toward him, for him to 
begin with her. He vowed he never had such a pupil; instead of learning, 
she wanted to know the reason of everything. Why A had two legs and a 
girdle; while B had tw~ stom.chs and no leg at aU? C was the moon, from 
the shape of it. It was no good to tell her that C w.as the cat; a cat had four 
legs, and C had none; and as for D being a dog sbe would fetch dear Dutch, 
if he would not believe her, and show him what a dog was like. And then 
perceiving how patient he was, aud understanding his goodness, the poor 
little fatherless soul jumped up on his knee, and demand.d a play with him. 
He did not love to play very well, being an ancient bachelor; but en. 
tering into her sad luck, from a knowledge of her history, he did the very best 
tbing, as I thought, that had ever heen done to her. He put her on a stool 
~tween hIS knees, and through the gloss of her hair he. poured such very beau-
ttCul and true stories that one could almost see her mind, like the bud of a 
primrose, opening. She pushed up her little hands, and tossed her thick hair 
out of the hearmg way, and then, beirlg absorbed in some adventures like 
her ~wn almost. round she turned, and laid her eyes upon his furrowed, yet 
beammg face. and delicate elbows on his knees, and drank in every word, 
with sighs, and short breath, and a tear or two.-TAe "laid 0/ Slur. 
It is one of the mysteries yet to be 'revealed to short .sighted mortals, why 
parents, and members of churches, having chiltlren in our public, private and 
Sunday scho.>ls, so seldom see where their children are, what tbey are learn· 
ing, and by whom they are being instructed. Owners of cattle and other stock 
are careful to know what food they have given them daily and by whom it i. 
dealt out, while thousands of parents of lovely children leem utterly to avoid 
any supervtslon of theIr children's culture in public, secular, or religious 
schools.-The Baptist WeeRly. 
More !'-ll:d mo~e on~ !"ust feel that simply imparting the facts ot a "grade" 
to a pupIl IS !in ImpoSItIon, The teacher owes much more to the pupil than 
~hat . . That may be done and no teaching; teaching is the product of tbe \iv· 
tn,g !"tn~ of the teacher upon tbe growin~ mind of the scholar. It is not a 
"filhng-In process," as they practice it m grading a .treet.-No Y. Sd.ool 
Journal. 
GRANDMA'S POCKET. 
(F",. Nul/a.I,gN.] 
OUR grandma came on Christmas day, A~d what do you think she hrought us ? 
Some real wax dollies, do you say, 
And other things she'd brought UI? 
No, you are wrong. At fint sbe gave 
Her gentle words of greeting-
Real blessings, just as sweet and grave 
As any said in meeting. 
How shocked I was when Eddie cried, 
"The next thing on the docket 
Is just to get a peep inside 
My grandma's deepest pocket '" 
"Hush, hush '" said mother, "Naughty bOy'" 
But words were lost on Eddie . 
For he had found the well of joy':". 
His hands were in already. 
And grandmamma so gently smiled, 
And spoke so low and sweetly 
In praises oC the restless child, 
His head was turned completely. 
First, from the depths, with might and main, 
He pulled a roll of reltten.; 
Then thrust his hand down deep agaIn 
To (ind some pastry kitten •. 
Soft, home.spun lace for Mary" use ; 
A tidy knit for mother; 
A string of buttons to amule 
Our teething baby brother; 
A cushion made of bitl oC silk, 
. A row of pins to ~tock it, 
And a flannel ralibit white as milk, 
All came from grandma" pocket. 
Then papa laughed. "This pocket yield 
Might well become a juggler, 
If grandma wean luch load. concealed, 
. They'll take her for a smuggler I" 
Then kissed her cheek, and went to buy 
A present fit to give her, 
While we besought her-Ned and I-
To live with U8 fovever. 
-It/a Wltippu BntAatll, ill }out"'s c.tII"'fliM. 
------~ ~ --
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CHICAGO-Passenger Depot, cor. Canal and West Madi-
s~n Streets. Freight Depots. cor. Union and Carroll Sts, 
City Offices, 61 and 63 Clark StreeL T . E. Chandler, Pas-
sena:er Agent; C. R . Capron, Frei~ht Agent. .~ 
A. V. H . CARPENTER, 
Gen'l Pass. and Ticket Agept:. 
Luuling M'lI.,,:c Book .• of lite SeaBOlt ! 
Woodland' PUB{~S:BD! 
1)11 School BlIlBlor-Book. Echoes , 
PRICE 60c. $6 PER DOL • 
Ru,and cbarmln~ tun". , Pure and noble "rntiml'!n1.. ·Cbo. 
ruae • . Quarc.eue., Trlol , Due' . and Roln •. Atll"ll clh-e F.lemen. 
tar1 DepartmeD1.. Large T.\ pc. linch luperi or In OMlnMr v day 
IChOOI.1oliol·book • . A r.1l ~, · rul rxalil i n~lilJ'l' ill!lUr-'II if ll art0rt~flD. 
CONVENTION (~Ew.T 
320pp. PriceSI'AND CHQIR 
'10 per doz. . 
.. The beat book tor Slnghl~ C IU .. , Cbnir. and nnyenll .:.all 
nerpublillbed.'·-A. R. Herilago, Many Eminent TeRchers 
and Choristers have adopted this Grand Book. 
e ROW N OF G LOR Y ;ul~ :;~j~~~h~~( s~~::~I~lc~ 
-------,.--$.'1.100 perdnzt:D. TItY IT : 
No Better Sunday School Singing Book In EXistence. 
GOOD CHEER! :~II:I~~~:~°f.~~I~~~C~~!:~1:oo~ 
~O-::=-:=-~~~.~T~h~e~B~e~s~t Book lor tho)"" ,\!y 
These splendid book. are by N. W. STR" 11K. the 
popular contp?se.r and convention conduclor. EIlEw 
Book snIt on r t'uipt ('If price. ~peci lien pp. fre . ' 
JANSEN, l1cCLURG & co .. P,.hrl,hers . Chlcaao. . 
Fulton & Eastman's Book-keepi1tg. 
The attention o( teachers is requested to a 1U'W ed/tUnt OJ 
FULTONb' EASTMAN'S 
Single and Double Entry Book-Keeping. 
For twenty years no agency work whatever has been used 
to extend the use of this book, and the remarkable tenacity 
with which it has retained its popularity while rival workS 
have been actively and ene1"getH::aUy pushed through agents 
alteo;ts the hold Fulton & Eastman's Book-keeping has upo~ 
the good opinion of educators. ' 
Over 150,000 have been sold, and the demand continues. 
Single copies (or examination, with a view to introduction 
will be sent by mail, postpaid, upon receipt of 60 cents and 
a full iet of blanks upon receipt of 45 cents. ' 
'J he price of the Text-Book is one dollar, and for six 
blanks, 75 cents. 
H. B. NIMS & CO., Troy, New Vorl<. 
. GLO BES 3,5,6,10, ",16. and 30 in. diam. Send 
'for cataloglle. H. B.Nims & Co., TroY, 
New York. e.o.w-clp 
Square and Cube Root. 
A. SImple a. Simple Addition, on an Entirely 
NewPln.n. 
hi!}.e:hO:bn~:: c~fi:e:. principals of over two hUD~ 
Send (or circulars desCribing the method to 
H. H. HILL, . 
cae 1C90 Hamson St., CHICAGO.IL'L 
* 
BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRV. 
EatabUahed in 1837. . 
SUperior BeU. or Copper lIud 211,.. mouDte4 
. ;!~o!:!~ ~-;:'~;:~t~~'tC!u. ·~~:='~ 
,jla,.... 1'o1l:1Ir Cloth, "t, PtUlrW4f'l'QiIU4; 
IIlull traLcd Catalocue KJl,.Free. \',unIUU:" & TlrT, IO'J E.. ~ St., ClDOlDAad. 
